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Pursuing the Appropriate Xeriscape for Central 
Texas: A View From 10,000 Feet 

Rich Zarria, proprietor of Zarria Environmental Consulting

Mr. Zarria has spent the last 14 years observing and critiquing the 
greater green industry in Central Texas. He has a background in 
Texas native plants, and has been the coordinator for Austin City 
Hall native landscape since 2008. He has built a business advising 
commercial clients on drought tolerant landscapes and water con-
servation practices. In addition to his passionate interest in “hor-
ticulture politics,” Mr. Zarria also spends his time collecting seeds 
from the Edwards Plateau and the Trans Pecos, as well as exploring 
caves. 
 

Master Gardener Meeting information: 
Wednesday, July 1, 2015, starting at 7 pm 

Zilker Botanical Garden
 

 Master Gardener meetings are open to certified 
Master Gardeners and trainees only.

Cover Photo:  
By Jean Love El Harim 
 
Right: Summer Love 
By Liath Appleton

http://www.zarriaenvironmental.com
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July is a good month to go dormant in the vegetable garden. That early 
summer excitement of sunny days, warm weather and home-grown tomatoes 
begins to wane as plants succumb to heat and pests. So why not take a break, 
pour yourself a cool beverage and turn your thoughts toward fall. Consider 
which vegetables you’d like to grow and check the vegetable planting guide 
and variety recommendations found at: http://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/
travis/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Vegetable-planting-calendar-2012-1.
pdf and the fall planting guide found at: http://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/
archives/parsons/fallgarden/fallindex.html
Most cole crops are easy to grow and only take 5-6 weeks to reach transplant 
size; if started in late July, they will be ready for the garden in mid-September. 
Start them in small, clean containers, and grow them indoors under grow lights 
or outside in a shaded location. Water as needed and do not let them wilt, 
especially if grown outside.
Here is the vegetable gardener’s checklist for July:
• Peruse the seed catalogs and place your order for fall planting.
• Grow your own cool season transplants.
• Keep garden beds mulched, adding or replacing mulch as necessary. Be 

sure to mulch empty beds to conserve moisture and protect the soil and 
microorganisms from the heat in anticipation for fall planting. 

• Organic matter burns up quickly in hot weather, so add a new layer of compost before planting second-season crops in August and 
September.

• Set out transplants of peppers, eggplant and tomatoes in late July or early August and they will produce until frost. Shade young plants 
from hot afternoon sun when first set in the garden.  

• Plant pumpkins by mid-July in order to harvest before Halloween. Most varieties take 90-100 days to mature. Try ‘Jack Be Little’ or 
‘Baby Bear’ for miniatures, ‘Small Sugar’ for cooking, ‘Racer’ or ‘Orange Smoothie’ for carving, and the French heirloom ‘Rouge Vif 
D’Etampes,’ also known as the Cinderella pumpkin, for its pretty color and decorative shape. 

• Enjoy those BLTs and make some salsa with your tomato surplus.

Place seed orders for fall planting.

http://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/archives/parsons/fallgarden/fallindex.html
http://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/archives/parsons/fallgarden/fallindex.html
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In the Vegetable Garden                 Continued...

Left: Mulch around vegetable plants and garden beds to protect 
soil and moderate temperatures.

Center: Start seeds of cole crops (cabbage, broccoli, cauliflower) 
either indoors under grow lights or in a shady spot outdoors.

Right: Use old screens, shade cloth, burlap or even umbrellas to 
shade young transplants from hot afternoon sun.



¡salsa!
This is the recipe I’ve been using for years – it’s just a starting point so feel free to tweak it to suit your personal taste. Thank goodness 
someone, somewhere, is growing cilantro because it sure doesn’t like our summer heat!
4 fresh tomatoes, chopped (peeled and seeded if desired, but I usually don’t) 
2-3 jalapenos, chopped  
1 onion, chopped 
1-2 cloves garlic, smashed 
1/4 cup cilantro 
1-2  tsp salt 
1/2 tsp pepper 
1/2 tsp cumin 
2-4 Tbsp lime juice 
1/2 tsp sugar

Chop the onion, jalapenos, garlic and one tomato in a blender or food processor. Then add the seasonings and the remaining tomatoes, 
and blend till it seems right. This is personal taste. You can leave it chunky, but I usually blend out most of the chunks. Then I taste and 
usually end up adding more tomatoes, lime juice and sometimes another jalapeno. I let it sit a bit and then go back and taste, and adjust 
seasonings if necessary. It gets a little redder and a little spicier as it sits.  
 ** You do not have to use a blender/food processor. If you prefer, finely chop the first five ingredients by hand, then stir in the seasonings 
and adjust to your taste. 
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In the Vegetable Garden                 Continued...

Photos by Bruce Leander
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I was planning on doing an article on cochineal scale, but in light of recent rains, I thought I would cover mosquito repellents. I know 
I just did a general article on mosquitoes, but this will provide more information on the repellents themselves. As you have probably 
noticed, we have a bumper crop of mosquitoes this year, so make sure you take the proper precautions while spending time outside.   

Activity times for mosquitoes can vary. Most people are familiar with the four D’s: DRAIN (standing water), DEET (wear some repellent), 
DUSK & DAWN (stay indoors during dusk and dawn to avoid peak populations) and DRESS (wear long sleeves and long pants). While this 
is still good advice, it may be a good idea to spread the dress and repellent advice for anytime you will spend time outdoors.

When outside, try to wear long pants and a long sleeved shirt in light colors. I know it’s getting hot, but if you can stand getting a little 
hot, it can reduce the number of mosquitoes that can reach your skin. Repellent should only be applied to clothing and exposed skin. Do 
not apply repellent underneath clothing!  If you want to apply repellent to your face, spray your hands with repellent and rub it onto your 
face. Do not spray repellent directly into your face or near eyes or mouth. Make sure to apply repellent outdoors. Do not allow children to 
handle repellents. Wash hands before eating, smoking or using the restroom.

The Center for Disease Control (CDC) recommends using a product registered with the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) containing 
one of the following active ingredients: DEET, picaridin, IR3535 and some of the products containing oil of lemon eucalyptus.

DEET, also known N,N-diethyl-m-toluamide or N,N-diemethylbenzamide, was developed by the U.S. Army in 1946 to protect soldiers in 
insect-infested areas. Pesticides containing DEET have been used by the general public since 1957. Products containing DEET should not 
be used on children younger than 2 months of age (read the label and check with your pediatrician if you have questions). DEET has a 
slight odor and may have a greasy feel to some people. It may damage plastic, rubber, vinyl or synthetic fabrics. DEET may be irritating 
to the eyes and skin for some people. DEET comes in a wide variety of concentrations, so choose the one that will work best for your 
situation.

Picaridin was first made in the 1980’s and resembles a natural compound called piperine (which is found in plants used to produce black 
pepper). Picaridin has been used in Europe and Australia for many years, but has only been in the U.S. since 2005. Picaridin is non-greasy 
and is odorless.

IR3535, or 3-[N-Butyl-N- acetyl]-aminopropionic acid, ethyl ester, was developed in the mid- 1970’s and became registered for use in the 
U.S. in 1999. It is registered as a biopesticide by the EPA because it is functionally identical to a naturally occurring substance (an amino-
acid). It may dissolve or damage plastics and may be irritating to the eyes.

Oil of lemon eucalyptus (OLE) or PMD (para-menthane-3,8-diol) are essentially the same thing; PMD is the synthesized (lab created) 
version of oil of lemon eucalyptus. “Pure” or “essential” oil of lemon eucalyptus is not labeled as a repellent and has not undergone 
testing. It should not be used as a repellent product. OLE/PMD has been on the market in the U.S. since 2002. OLE/PMD should not be 
used on children younger than 3 years of age. The natural product (OLE) has known allergens within it while the synthetic version (PMD)
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has less of a risk to allergens. This product is classified as a biopesticide. OLE/PMD has a varying range of residual, some offering about 20 
minutes of protection while other products may last up to two hours.

Many factors play into how long a repellent will last for a person:
• The concentration (or percent of active ingredient) of the product. You can find the percentage on the product label.
• Person’s attractiveness. Some people are more attractive to mosquitoes than others (and no scientific research has proven that it is 

because of eating garlic, taking vitamin B, using tobacco products, etc.). A person’s genetic code plays a large part on what makes a 
person so attractive to mosquitoes.

• Frequency and uniformity of application. In other words, how often is the repellent applied and how good of coverage did you get?
• Activity level of the person. The more active the person is, the more sweat they produce which can cause the repellent to wash off the 

surface of the skin.

As a word of caution, there are products that combine sunscreen and insect repellent. The CDC recommends that if you need sunscreen 
and repellent, that you choose two separate products. Sunscreen should be applied more often than repellents.

For more information or help with identification, contact Wizzie Brown, Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service Program Specialist at 
512.854.9600.

Mosquitoes                    Continued...



 
Betty Dunn has lived in Central Texas all her life, and has led a very full life 
of work and service to family and community. Betty describes herself as a 
mother and wife who also had a career in nursing and is now “really enjoying 
retirement.”  “I grew up three miles from Hico in Hamilton County,” she 
reminisces. “We had a large garden and an orchard. That was in the last years 
of the Depression. We really didn’t realize how severely hampered most of the 
people were, because we had beef, chickens, pork, and a large garden, so it 
didn’t affect us as much. The soil was a little bit sandy and not rich, but it was 
more viable than the soil here in Austin. We grew lots of vegetables and fruit, 
especially blackberries.” 
After high school, Betty earned her RN diploma from Scott and White School of 
Nursing in Temple, and worked at the VA there. Then she earned her Bachelor 
of Science in Nursing from Baylor University while working at the VA hospital in 
Waco. “I realized even in the early 50’s that a nurse needed a college degree to 
get the best promotions.”
While studying at Baylor, Betty met her husband Bill who had just returned to 
Baylor from military service. They married in 1956, and a year later moved 
to Austin when Bill was offered a managerial job with Safeway. He worked for 
Safeway for 18 years before opening his own grocery store, Townlake Minimax 
on Riverside Drive. Bill passed away in 1990 after a heart transplant. Betty 
stayed home for several years to care for their children, and then took a job 

with the State Health Department, traveling around Texas evaluating small hospitals and nursing homes for participation in the newly 
established Medicare program. “I did that for seven years,” she says, “and then got tired of too many speeding tickets. I was always under 
pressure to get back home to help with family.” Betty subsequently earned a Master’s in Gerontological Nursing at the University of Texas 
and stayed on teaching nursing there for a number of years. After that she started an assisted living enterprise “before there was assisted 
living,” she says. “I had an office in an apartment complex that was willing for older people to rent an apartment, and I provided nursing 
services, meals, grocery shopping and such.”
Betty continues to enjoy family and participating in community events. “My son stops by weekly to fill the bird feeders, and my daughter 
helps me plant, harvest and preserve,” Betty says. “I have three children, all married with lovely spouses, and eight grandchildren that I 
have seen grow up. I have been an active part of their lives and have given them classes in baking, sewing, and gardening.” “I help the 
grandchildren sew things,” Betty says. “I can create things on the sewing machine if they’ll draw me a good picture. One granddaughter 
wanted a four-inch doll for her favorite singer’s necklace. We made it, and she gave it to him at the next concert. Later she saw in a picture 
that he was wearing the doll around his neck.” 
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Betty Dunn at home.
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Betty is an engaged member of her Sunset Valley community, having lived in her home there for 53 years. “We came out on the edge of 
town to raise our children,” she says, “but the town just kept growing. Sunset Valley celebrated its 60th year as a city this year. It’s fun to 
be a part of a small community and participate in elections here. You know the people that are running and the candidate you would like 
to support. If you can get about five people to vote for your favorite candidate, you can probably swing most any election, because there’s 
that few votes between the winner and the loser.”
“I’ve been involved with the community garden at Sunset Valley,” Betty continues. “My neighbor and I had both gardened through the 
years, and we had become Master Gardeners in 2001. We met with the city council in 2002 and asked for money to build a community 
garden. They awarded us $7,000, and we spent $5,000 to build a 7-foot fence to keep the deer and other critters out. There are about 
20 raised beds, so anybody in the community can pay a small yearly fee and participate. Five of the Travis County Master Gardeners are 
involved: Susan Jung, Catherine Sewell, Mary Jo Light, Anne Gault, and myself. Forrest Arnold, an Austin Organic Gardener, offers help 
with basic gardening and composting. The first beds were made of lumber, and they deteriorated, so the city helped rebuild with attractive 
limestone. AmeriCorps came one summer and built two higher beds for folks with back problems. We use the Master Gardener Planting 
Guide and mandate that organic techniques be used.”
When she’s not busy with family or in the community, Betty has many hobbies and activities to do at home. “I enjoy quilting and sewing,” 
she says, “and I have baked lots of pies and angel biscuits.” Betty has seven Plantation Red hens and plenty of eggs for her baking. She 
also has five Seramas: a rooster named Red Rocket, three hens, and a wee chick that one of the hens hatched. 
With over an acre of land, Betty has plenty of room to garden. She enjoys shade plants under tall oak and cedar elm trees in the front 
yard, with birds flocking to the well-stocked bird feeders and enjoying the water fountain provided for their benefit. She also has her share 
of other animal visitors. “My neighbor and I hear tree toads talking to each other right outside our bedroom windows after each rain. I’ve 
seen bunnies. One ate some of my larkspur, so I don’t like him as well as I thought.”
Betty has several raised beds on the sunnier side of the house, “plenty of room to grow all the vegetables I need,” she says. The heat, the 
lack of rain, and the black clay soil have been her greatest gardening challenges. Her gardening tip is: “Don’t try to save money by buying 
cheap soil. Go out to a place like the Natural Gardener,” she advises, “and invest in good soil. I’ve had such good luck with the Hill Country 
Garden mix, and we grew really nice plants last summer by topping off our beds with turkey compost.”
Betty likes flowering and colorful plants and vines. The fence by her driveway is covered with morning glory, queen’s wreath, and crossvine, 
and she plans to plant blackberry vines in the spring. She has roses, caladiums, larkspur, poppies, and bluebonnets, and she likes to save 
seeds. “It’s so much cheaper to use your own seeds,” she says, “and if you’re a little bit patient, you can get seeds to come up. The hard 
part is to remember six months ahead what you want to bloom six months from now.” Betty also likes daffodils, Dutch iris, and September 
lilies. 
As a Master Gardener, Betty enjoys the continuing learning opportunities and has participated in many MG activities. “I like taking classes,” 
she says, “and I enjoy learning about bugs, diseases, soils, fruits and vegetables, shade plants and bulbs. I took the seminar on grafting 
tomatoes and recently one on fruit production.” She has participated in Ground to Ground, TCMG Speaker’s Bureau, East Austin Garden 
Fair, and Inside Austin Gardens Tour. She also regularly attends the monthly meetings. “What I enjoy about our organization is that it’s 
casual, “Betty says. “You don’t have to worry about dressing up, and it doesn’t matter if a person has a high school diploma, Master’s 
Degree or Ph.D., we are all in it together. It’s a nice mix of folks and I like that. It’s fun to go to the meetings and interact with folks with 
common interests.”

Meet the Master Gardeners                Continued...
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“Something I wish we could do in the Master Gardener Association,” Betty says, offering a final thought, “is to find a way for older people 
to continue to participate. I have several friends who are having difficulty getting the required number of volunteer or continuing education 
hours. Some folks are not able to drive to the meetings or don’t have the physical stamina to work in the greenhouse or such. This is going 
to become more of an issue as more of us get older. We need to find a way to tap into the strengths and skills of our senior members so 
that they can continue to contribute and feel useful and included, not excluded.”

Meet the Master Gardeners                Continued...
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There’s a lot of reading material out there, and new books are being published faster than anyone could ever possibly keep up! Hopefully 
these lists will help myself and others find fun and insightful new books to enjoy between the weeding and the watering.

 
July 2015:

Mini Farming: The Ultimate Guide To Building A Self Sustainable Backyard Mini Farm And 
Growing Your Own Organic Food (Mini Farming For Beginners, Homesteading, Backyard 
Chickens) - June 21, 2015 (original publication Jan 27, 2015) by Andrea Jenkins
The Ultimate Guide To Building A Self Sustainable Backyard Mini Farm And Growing Your Own Organic 
Food [more] 

Plant Sensing and Communication (Interspecific Interactions) - June 30, 2015 
by Richard Karban
In Plant Sensing and Communication, Richard Karban provides the first comprehensive overview of what is 
known about how plants perceive their environments, communicate those perceptions, and learn. Facing 
many of the same challenges as animals, plants have developed many similar capabilities: they sense 
light, chemicals, mechanical stimulation, temperature, electricity, and sound. [more] 

Garden Aloes – Growing and Breeding Cultivars and Hybrids - July 1, 2015 
by Estrela Figueiredo, Gideon F Smith
Authored by two leading international experts on aloes and their kin, Gideon F Smith and Estrela 
Figueiredo, both of the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University in South Africa and the University of 
Coimbra in Portugal. Books have been written about Aloe species before, but Garden Aloes is a world-fi 
rst, dealing with a range of the most desirable aloe cultivars and hybrids [more] 

Llewellyn’s 2016 Herbal Almanac: Herbs for Growing & Gathering, Cooking & Crafts, Health & 
Beauty, History, Myth & Lore - July 8, 2015 
by Llewellyn Publications
Now in its 16th year, and better than ever! Discover herbal remedies for insomnia and anxiety. Create 
natural insect repellent and learn the secrets of wildcrafting with weeds. Make herbal balms, salves, and 
love charms. There are hundreds of ways to benefit from nature’s versatile plants inside [more] 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/24744825-mini-farming
http://www.amazon.com/Plant-Sensing-Communication-Interspecific-Interactions/dp/022626470X/ref=zg_bsnr_13521_4
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/25404413-garden-aloes-growing-and-breeding-cultivars-and-hybrids
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/23364507-llewellyn-s-2016-herbal-almanac
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The Reason for Flowers: Their History, Culture, Biology, and How They Change Our Lives  
- July 21, 2015  
by Stephen Buchmann
Cultural history at its best—the engaging, lively, and definitive story of the beauty, sexuality, ecology, 
myths, lore, and economics of the world’s flowers, written by a passionately devoted author and scientist, 
and illustrated with his stunning photographs. [more] 

The Old Farmer’s Almanac 2016 Gardening Calendar - July 21, 2015 
by Old Farmer’s Almanac
This attractive calendar has been a favorite of gardeners for more than three decades—and no wonder! It’s 
blooming with beautiful, original, full-color illustrations; timely gardening advice; and fun seasonal lore. 
Plus, there’s a “best days” table that tells when to plant 36 vegetables and grains, according to the Moon’s 

phases and regional climate. [more]

Weeds and Reads                   Continued...

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/22609521-the-reason-for-flowers
http://www.amazon.com/Farmers-Almanac-2016-Gardening-Calendar/dp/1571986774
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Who would think that blueberries could thrive in Central Texas? But yes, indeed they 
can! – at Bill and Nancy McCranie’s Chickamaw Farm just north of Bastrop in the acidic 
sandy loam of the Lost Pines area. I saw a mention of Chickamaw Farm on the Internet 
as I was searching for pick-your-own farms in our area. People can visit by invitation only, 
so I called Bill and arranged to visit on the last Sunday in May, right at the start of the 
blueberry season.
When I arrive early that Sunday morning, I’m not sure I’m at the right place. I am the 
first visitor. The farm has no sign, just a metal gate 
and a red flag on a pole.
Then Bill arrives, with Thibodeaux, to open the gate 
and welcome me into his farm paradise.
The flag at the gate, Bill tells me, is a replica of “the 
first flag of Texas, the flag of the Karankwa people, 
a buffalo hide dyed red and marked with a sunburst.”  

When I ask about the name of the farm, he explains, “Chickamaw is a Choctaw word that 
means ‘good, native or spiritual land.’” 

And that is only the beginning of all Bill could tell you about 
cultures of Texas, Louisiana, and the world. Bill grew up in 
Louisiana, and says he “can make gumbo with just about 
anything.” Nancy is from Austin. Bill and Nancy spent seven 
years backpacking in Mexico, Central and South America, 
New Zealand, Australia, Africa, Asia, and a little bit of the 
Middle East. Now settled in Central Texas, Bill, Nancy, their two teenage sons Cassady and Patrick, 
their two dachshunds Thibodeaux and Boudreaux, and a Catahoula dog named Coui chic chiki 
(which means “freckle face” in Choctaw) live on the farm where they grow blueberries and raise 
Irish Dexter cattle fed with only organically grown, high protein grass.
Bill says that he has been “into nutrition” for several decades, and loves living on the farm. “I’m 
not fit for town,” he explains. “I like my music too loud.” On the farm, he and Nancy have a 
Greenbuilt house, which he describes as “economically and environmentally friendly housing using 
materials that don’t infringe on the environment.” When he first got the land, the soil was around 
pH 3. Now, with biodynamics and lots of organic material added to the soil over the years, the pH 
is closer to 6, he says, which the blueberries obviously love. 

Front gate of Chickamaw Farm.

Bill and Thibodeaux 

On the road to Chickamaw Farm.
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Bill suits me up with a white bucket and a special harness 
that hooks to the bucket, which leaves my hands free for 
picking. 
As I step through the fence and into the rows of blueberry 
bushes, Bill encourages me to taste the berries on each 
row, because, as he says, “the berry flavors are different for 
each variety, and they mature at different times.”  He has 
five varieties of rabbit-eye blueberries - ‘Premier’, ‘Climax’, 
‘Brightwell’, ‘Austin’, and ‘Tifblue’ – and the bushes are 
loaded.
I ask him how he ever hopes to make any money if he 
encourages people to sample all the varieties and then put 
the rest in the bucket. With a gracious smile and palms 
open to the sky, he responds, “It’s not just about money. 
It’s about life, and goodness.” He even tolerates the flicker 
woodpeckers, cardinals, and crows that enjoy the blueberries, though 
he would prefer they leave the berries for the human visitors. 
As I pick, I see a fine web with a garden spider in the middle of a 

bush.
When I have picked (and eaten) my fill, Bill shows me how the sweetness of the berries can be 
measured. A bit of the juice is squeezed onto the glass plate of a small hand-held refractometer. 

Looking into the instrument as though it were a kaleidoscope, 
you see a white section on a blue scale that indicates how 
sweet the berry is on the Brix scale. Bill says his blueberries 
have reached up to 19 on the Brix scale, which is excellent 
for any fruit, and “off the chart for blueberries.”  He attributes 
this result to his use of biodynamic farming methods. 
On the table under juniper trees, in a space Bill calls his 
office, are several books about biodynamic farming by 
Maria Thun (Biodynamic Calendar; The Biodynamic Year: 
Increasing Yield, Quality and Flavour: 100 Helpful Tips for 
the Gardener or Smallholder; and Gardening for Life: The 
Biodynamic Way) and Daniel Imhoff (Farming with the 
Wild: Enhancing Biodiversity on Farms and Ranches), and 
information about the organization, One Percent for the Planet. “Chickamaw Farm was 
the first farm to join One Percent for the Planet, an organization consisting of individuals, 

A Visit to Chickamaw Farm                Continued...

Coop bales producing.

Nancy 

An Irish Dexter and Boudreaux. 

Jean with bucket and 
picking harness

My harvest.

http://onepercentfortheplanet.org/
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companies, and non-profits that give 1% back to the environment,” Bill says.
Here are some links if you want more information about Chickamaw Farm, growing 
blueberries, biodynamic farming, or One Percent for the Planet.
• An article in Edible Austin April/May 2015, about biodynamic gardening (http://www.

edibleaustin.com/index.php/homeandgarden-2/gardening/1631-the-biodynamic-way)
• Yelp reviews of Chickamaw Farm (http://www.yelp.com/biz/chickamaw-farm-and-

ranch-mcdade)
• An article in the June 2010 Austin Chronicle about Chickamaw Farm (http://www.

austinchronicle.com/columns/2010-06-11/1039596/)
• Information about growing blueberries from Aggie Horticulture (http://aggie-

horticulture.tamu.edu/fruit-nut/files/2010/10/blueberries.pdf)
• Information about One Percent for the Planet (http://www.onepercentfortheplanet.

org)

Here is how you can contact Bill McCranie to get an invitation to visit: 
Chickamaw Farm-Ranch & Wildlife 
512.567.3456 
chickamaw@gmail.com

A Visit to Chickamaw Farm                Continued...

Happy spider in a berry bush 

Photos by Jean Love El Harim

http://www.edibleaustin.com/index.php/homeandgarden-2/gardening/1631-the-biodynamic-way
http://www.edibleaustin.com/index.php/homeandgarden-2/gardening/1631-the-biodynamic-way
http://www.yelp.com/biz/chickamaw-farm-and-ranch-mcdade
http://www.yelp.com/biz/chickamaw-farm-and-ranch-mcdade
http://www.austinchronicle.com/columns/2010-06-11/1039596/
http://www.austinchronicle.com/columns/2010-06-11/1039596/
http://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/fruit-nut/files/2010/10/blueberries.pdf
http://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/fruit-nut/files/2010/10/blueberries.pdf
http://www.onepercentfortheplanet.org
http://www.onepercentfortheplanet.org
mailto:chickamaw%40gmail.com?subject=
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TRAVIS COUNTY MASTER GARDENERS SELECT PAM PENICK’S “OH DEER!” GARDEN
 FOR INSIDE AUSTIN GARDENS TOUR 2015

Watched over by nesting screech owls in springtime, Tecolote Hill is a garden 
designed for strolling and exploring, with paths that wind through deer-resis-
tant plantings in front, and terraced beds and patios in back. Pam, author of 
Lawn Gone!, The Water-Saving Garden (due out in February 2016), and the 
blog Digging, began the garden in the fall of 2008 by ripping out one section of 
the St. Augustine lawn that surrounded her family’s ‘70s ranch house. The first 
patch to go was in back by the swimming pool. Pam replaced it with a circular 
garden (echoing the circular patios at each end of the pool), anchored in the 
center by an 8-ft diameter stock-tank pond, and encircled by a sunburst-style 
stone paving. From there the garden spread in all directions, with new sections 
of lawn, and old, overgrown foundation shrubs getting the shovel each year; 
new paths laid, a tough mix of native and adapted plants tolerant of dry shade, 
and a few patches of sun enticing strollers around each curve.
Pam has a taste for agaves, yuccas, and other spiky architectural plants, and 
uses them as dramatic focal points as well as in pots throughout the lushly 
planted garden.  
Evergreens play 

a key role in the garden’s design, providing strong “bones” that look good in 
winter as well as in summer, and require little maintenance aside from a yearly 
grooming. Plants with seasonal interest – flowers, berries, fall color – are trea-
sured too, both for their beauty and for their attraction for wildlife.
The 1/3-acre property, level with the street out front, slopes sharply behind 
the house toward a forested greenbelt. Management of runoff has been an on-
going issue as the gardens have evolved. The garden is designed to slow and 
hold runoff as much as possible through terracing, a dry stream, rocky “gut-
ters” along paths, and stone baffles in a mulched path (Pam would like to also 
add gutters to the house one day, enabling her to collect and store rainwater 
in cisterns). The back garden steps down via terraced patios and garden beds 
toward a rustic cedar coyote fence that hides an old chain-link fence and keeps 
hungry deer at bay. Out front, deer are constant visitors, so every plant choice 
must be grassy, fuzzy, fibrous, fragrant, or otherwise unpalatable. Pam relies 
heavily on grasses, sedges, yuccas, and salvias for deer-resistant garden beds. 
Aside from trying to make it fun to explore, her goal, she says, is for her gar-
den to be low-maintenance and cat-like: “Not needing me as much as I need it.” 

http://www.penick.net/digging/
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Photos by Pam Penick
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Pond Basics – the Big, Bad and Beautiful
Saturday July 18, 2015 

10am - noon

Zilker Botanical Gardens
2220 Barton Springs Road

Austin, TX

Come learn about the steps of building a pond in your backyard 
and the best tips for success.

Jeannie Farrier, Austin Pond Society Board Member and 2014 Pres-
ident, and also a retired teacher, has had ponds for over a decade.  
Her most recent pond holds 10,000 gallons.

FREE admission with paid admission to Zilker Botanical Garden 
($2 adults, $1 children & seniors, $3 for non-Austin Residents)

For more information contact: Texas A&M AgriLife  
Extension Service – Travis County, 512-854-9600

Ant Identification
Monday July 27, 2015 

7pm

Zilker Botanical Gardens
2220 Barton Springs Road

Austin, TX

Meeting presented by Wizzie Brown. 
Wizzie Brown is an Extension Program Specialist- IPM with Texas 
A&M AgriLife Extension Service. She received her Bachelor’s of 
Science in Entomology from The Ohio State University and a Mas-
ter’s of Science in Entomology from Texas A&M University. After 
leaving Texas A&M, Wizzie worked in structural pest control before 
taking a job with Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service in Austin.
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This issue of the Compost Bin has been published thanks to the contributions of the following Travis County Master 
Gardeners and Wizzie Brown — Texas A&M AgriLife Extension
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The Compost Bin Submissions
We are always looking for Travis County Master Gardeners who are interested in writing for our monthly newsletter, and we 

would love to see your 
articles, photographs, book reviews and gardening ideas.

General Guidelines
• Please first email the editor to discuss potential article ideas.
• Email contributions as attachments (preferably in Word with a .doc or .rtf suffix).
• Please send images as separate attachments (preferably .jpg suffix). Don’t forget to include photographer acknowled-

ments and captions.

Send your submissions, announcements, questions and 
suggestions to: editor.compostbin@gmail.com

“A perfect summer day is when the sun is shining, the breeze is blowing, the birds are singing, and the lawn mower is broken”  
-  James Dent
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